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Abstract

We calculate ihe quantum electromagnetic zero

point energy>for rectangular cavities where some of the vails

are perfect conductors and the others ai* made of infinitely

permeable materials. We—irars"found the" /or cubic systems,

for some configurations the zero poin . ** ectromagnetic energy

is positive, while in other configura* ens this zero point

energy ±z negative. v

The consequences of t/'̂ se results on possible

models for the electron are discusser. • • < ">
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1- Introduction

Many years ago, Casimir^ pointed out that,

due to the zero point energy of the electromagnetic field,

two perfect conducting parallel plates suffer an attraction

when they are placed discharged in vacuum. Subsequently

(2)
has studied the quantum electromagnetic zero point

energy of a conducting spherical shell and showed that in

rill- case the forces are repulsive.By considering rectangular c

/ities with uncharged conducting vails, Lukosz has shown

that also in this case the Casimir effect gives rise to repû l

sive forces, if the lenghts are of the some order. More recen

i.iy it vas discussed the application of analytic reguiariza-

(4 5)
lion ' to this kind of problems.

Using the symmetries of the Maxwell equations,

Boyer has shown that two parallel plates made of infinite-

ly permeable material lu^oo) will suffer the sane attraction

than the two parallel perfect conductors, and instead, if one

of the pl:ites is a perfect conductor and the other one is ma-

de of an infinitely permeable materiel, in this we have repu_l

sion, the magnitude of the forces being lowered by a factor
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7/8 from Casimir's attractive force.

The purpose of the present article is to calcu

late the quantum electromagnetic zero point energy for rectan

guiar cavities where som*» of the walls are made of perfect

conductors and the others are made of infinitely permeable ma

terial We have found that £or many configurations, the zero

point electromagnetic energy is positive, while there are some

for which this energy is negative, if the lenghts are of the

same order. For instance, there is the interesting case where

we have a cube of conducting (or infinitely permeable) walls

exept one which is of infinitely permeable (or conducting) ma

teriai. The zero point electromagnetic energy for this cavity

is negative. If we assume that the electric charge of the

electron is uniformly distributed over its surface, whose

electrostatic energy is balanced by the zero point energy ,

then we obtain a value for the fine structure constant which

i-, i-he double than the experimental one. Let us recall that

;•:••• zero point energy, in the case where all the walls are

(3)
rori'iuctr.ng, is positive . These facts could suggest us to

~on:ii der a model for the electron as an uniformly charged



spherical shell where more than 5/6 of it is conducting (infî

nitely permeable) and less than l/6 is infinitely permeable

(conducting). Now if we calculate the pressure on the walls

made by the zero point energy, ve see that it is positive for

the pctrallel faces of different Materiais and negative for

the parallel faces of the same material. That is, the two par

all el faces of the different materials vill suffer an expansion

while the other will suffer a contraction.

Another interesting cavity is the one made of

two opposite faces which are infinitely permeable and the

others are conducting. The zero point electromagnetic energy

is negative and the pressure is such that the two infinitely

permeable faces tend to expand vhile the conducting faces tend

to contract.

This can g^ve us a possible model for the ele£

tron which is discussed below.

In the calculations that we have done for the

zero point electromagnetic energy of the different configura-

tions, in order to obtain finite results, we have made use of

the analytic regularizaiion prescriptions vhich are discussed

'in Ref. 4.
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2- The modes of.the electromagnetic field inside a rectangular

cavin

The Maxwell equations in ma-rosCopic media in

the absence of £ree charges and free currents are:

C

(*>

vith IT» È ? and

We see that these equations are invariant under

the transformations:

Using these symmetries, Boyer ' has argued

that the Casimir forces among infinitely permeable materials

(u<* *») can be obtained from the forces among perfect conduc

tors (É-*«°) . These changes do not alter the allowed frequen

cies for the electromagnetic field and consequently the zero
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point energy i %%ui does not alter either. In the cases where ve

have oth materials, perfect conductors and infinitely permeable

materials, the forces cannot be obtained by these changes and it

is necessary to make a new calculation to find them.

The boundary conditions that the electric and mag

netic fields must obey at a surface of an infinitely permeable

material can be obtained from the boundary conditions at a surfa

ce of a perfect conductor using those symmetries . This way,

since the tangential components of the electric field and the

perpendicular component of the magnetic field must be null at a

surface of a perfect conductor, when we make the transformation

(2) we find that the tangential components of the magnetic field

and the perpendicular component of the electric field must be

null at a surface of an infinitely permeable material.

We have six fundamental cases to be studied, whose

walls are made of perfect conductors (PC) and infinitely permeai

ble materials (IP). There are two cases where no opposite facas

are different, two cases where only one pair of opposite faces

are made of different materials one case with two pairs of oppo-
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site faces made of different materials and finally one case with

three pairs of opposite faces made of different materials.

All other cases, will have frequencies that redu-

ce to the above, giving therefore the same zero point energy.

The faces of our rectangular system are located

at X.-ÍJ, x^^y-o ,y*Lz *.-o and M^s planes.

Case I - all faces are IP.

In this case the solutions are of the form:

Am.

'a « c, cos b»x unfeifV -4tn.

- h, iosb.fx Mnkyf wrt.
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ar u mi
'• 77

Modes vith two or all three i.m.n equal to

zero do not exist; for X*Q we have only TM mode and for ^-0

or n«0 we have only TE mode.

The eigenfrequencies are given by:

This case has exactly the same" eigenfrequencies

of a rectangular cavity with perfectly conducting walls.

Case II - two faces are IP and four PC

We shall take the faces at the planes * : 0 and

* ••- L) as IP and the remaining four at the planes y* ° . i s ^2

Z =0 ; ZmL, as PC.

The solutions are of the form:



K, «ak»* coSkyy CM

Modes with all three Â,m,n. equal to zero or

n exist; for Â^m^o or /*n«o or ^ o or m-<^

or ria o ue have only the TM made.

The eigenfrquencies are given by:

Case III- five faces are IP and one PC.

The IP faces we take them located at the planes

, y*ia , 1 • o and the PC face at * s L* •

The solutions are of the form:
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, y SIR

vith

Modes for / a « r c > do not e x i s t ; fo r i^o we

have only TM mode and fo r m s o only TE mode.

The eigenfrequencies are given by:

Case IV: Three faces are XP ônd three are PC-

The IP faces are taken at the planes *«o.

and the PC faces at »•*-, *«o ,I.L§.

The solutions are:
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«í,

ê  .riIr.» 4Uikv> An-fct t

u»

«C, 401

v i th

(12)

Por ntwn,o o r m-o or n:o we have

only the TB mode.

The eigenfrequencies are given by:
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Case V- four faces are IP and two PC.

The IP faces are taken at the planes <^o y»o

í -C i ; t ,
 an<3 the PC faces at x-*-, , y» L 4 •

The corresponding solutions are:

1 C t UlfkAH

- Í , MRIt,,

(i?)

with

for flat» we have only the TM mode.

The eigenfrequencies are:

(u)
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Case VI- three faces are IP and three are PC.

The IP faces are taken at the planes *-o v?o

and .?.-o and the PC faces at the planes *=».< yx LZ and fc

The solutions are:

(18)
? h, <*!•»,

ul th

The corresponding eigenfrequencies are given by:
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As it was mentioned before, if we make the inter

change IP«-*PC in all the cases above we will obtain the same

frequencies. ?or instance if in case III we consider five faces

which are PC and one IP we will obtain the same eigenfrequencies

given by expression (ll).

3- The zero point energy

In order to calculate the electromagnetic zero

poin: energy for these systems we need to make the sum

over all classical radiation modes imposed by the boundary con-

ditions. This sum is divergent. In order to be able to obtain

finite results, v/e shall apply two procedures of analytic regu-
ei

larization : The first one is to consider generalized zeta func

tions:

(21]L vu *f m ft

uhich are analytic in the complex i plane for £«*>«. (a j_s

some real number). The analytic continuation df1 this expression

(by means of its functional relation)-up to;,'fo\* .«Jl will be
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tified with the physical zero point energy of the system. For

our problem at hand these zeta functions are the Epstein zeta

(7)functions which are defined and studied in Appendix A.

The second procedure consists in using the exp£

nential regularization. It amounts in writing:

and excluding from the right hand side all the pole terms for

We shall now give a list oF sums which are useful,

The Euler-Maclaurin sum formula gives:

v«

and the Poisson summation formula gives:
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(25)

cí. c4

where the prime indicates that the case where m,:iy)|5fl is

excluded and ^ * m*L* + m|L* :;.

Also v/e have: ;"

CO <*>

7i u if L

«/here again the prime m the right hand side indicates that the

case in sO is excluded.

Using che three dimensional Poisson summation

c'ormule vf. obtain:
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KV t ,'*<-»

I'

L

•r <••) <»<i,tti, ( j o )

* . , «« , •» , * -a»
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vhere j** ("1.L«) +(w*ti) *-(|T*1'-4) «und the prime at the sum-

mation sign indicates that the term *n,- *nr s »nd ; Q nas to be

excluded.

Vie shall now give the zero point energy for the

cases I...VI considered before.

Case I

Using expression (21), we have for the zero point

energy:

tL [m t

- £ mr • L m
TI). .0) Ti-CO

which is analytic for Rei>>.i . Using the functional relation

(A.5) we can make the analytic continuation up to i*~i ,

giving:

00



(3)which is exactly the expression obtained by Lukosz for the

zero poin*" energy of a rectangular cavity with perfect conduc-

ting v/alls.

Expression (33) can also be obtained by means of the

use of representation (22) for the expression (32) with -» r - \ and

with the help of expressions (23) and (28) neglecting

the pole terms in «s-^o*.

For the cubic configuration U-,«u s L4 -. L ) the

electromagnetic zero point energy vhich follows from (33) is

positive and is given by (3):

Case II

using expression (21), we have for the zero point

energy:

09

00

m n
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Using the functional relation (A.5), Wõ obtain

Por the case of a cubic configuration, v/e obtain

an electromagnetic zero point energy which is negative:

Using again the representation (22) for the ex-

pression (35) with S..-1 and also the expressions (23) and (28)

we obtain expression (36) if we neglect the pole terms in -*->t t

Case III

Using expression (21) the zero point energy is

given by:
jA
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Using the func t iona l r e l a t i o n (A.5) , we obta in

for í s -l .

Ifc { jji / T~ ~~ "rr- + —p I

For the cubic configuration, we obtain

vhich is again negative.

With the help of expressions (27) and (29) and

use of representation (22) for expression (38) with s»-i ,

we obtain exactly expression (39), where we have neglected the

pole terms in

case IV

Expression (21) gives:

-co
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Using •;;•. functional relation (A.5) we obtain

the analytic continue•.":;u up to is-l , giving:

( 4 2 )

For the o1.oij configuration, we obtain a positi_

ve value for the elecrrrmagnetic zero point energy:

e . i

With the help of exprt-::<MOÍ.S (2?) and (29), we obtain expres-

sion (42) after use c..: «-presentation (22) for expression (41)

with b«-l , where v, Kav: neglected the pole terms in

Case V

Expression (21) gives in this case:

X,tn,a,.oo

Using the functional relation (A.5), the analy.

tic continuation up 10 <>;.-i gives:
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For the cubic configuration we have a zero point-

energy vhich is positive:

Using expression (30) in the representation (22)

we obtain expression (45)» if v/e neglect the pole terms in

Case VI

Expression (21) gives:

The functional relation (A.5) gives for J«-i
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For the cubic configuration, we obtain a zero

point energy which is positive:

Using the expression (31) in the representation

(22) we obtain expression (48) if ve neglect the pole terra-

in <x-*cr

Prom the above expressions we see that making

L,,^ —» c« in cases I, IV, V and LA,t4-^or> in cases II and

III, we obtain the Casimir force. Making L()L4-^.O»> j.n cases

III and VI and ^ t ^ ^ t » in cases IV and V we obtain the ex-

(2)
pression derived by Boyer^ ;



4- Conclusions

In this paper we have considered the Casimir

effect for rectangular cavities whose walls are conducting or

permeable. In order to obtain finite results we have used tvo

types of analytic regularization; one based on the generalized

zeta function expression (21) which has an analytic continua-

tion up to the physical point Ss-t by means of the functi£

nal relation (A.5), the other based on expression (22) where

we neglect all the pole terms for **"*(>* . The answer is the

sane for both procedures.lt can be shown that if we express

(21) as a Mel1in transform of the "partition function"

£e«j> (• »u,l(. ,) , then the analytic continuation in *

•ade in order to define the finite part â la Hadamard correspor.

ds to the neglect of the corresponding poles in «* **<f-

Therefore the two prescriptions are matemathi-

cally equivalent.

From the expressions (23) to (31), we see that

only the pole terms give contribution for expression (22) in

the limit L,,Lt LA -»tc . If we demand» as a prescription of
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renormalizalibity that the energy of the whole space should have

zero energy, then these pole terms should not exist. This is

the physical reason of subtrating them.

In the six cases which we have studied four of

them g^ve a positive zero point energy and two of them a nega-

tive. In the case III expression (40) gives an energy density;

a s. 0.0*1 *£ (50)

The corresponding zero point energy of a spher-

ical cavity with radius Lfi is

If ve imagine that the charge of the electron is

distributed uniformly over its surface and its electrostatic

energy is compensates by (5l), we obtain a value for the fine

structure constant which is the double than the experimental

one.
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Thi result suggests a model for the electron

which is intermediate between cases I (where all faces are con

ducting or pemeable) and III (where all faces are conducting

except one or all faces are permeable except one).That is, we

can think that the electron is described by a spherical shell

where more than 5/6 is conducting (infinitely permeable) and

less than l/6 is infinitely permeable(conducting).

But if ve calculate with the help of expression

(39) the pressure exerted on the parallel faces which are dif-

ferent v/e obtain:

while the pressure on the parallel faces which are of the same

material is given by:

tic r. < p ' (53)
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Numerically we have AJ» r CL OVfe tc^ arid 4 ^ - . 6 . 0 m

indicating that the faces of different materials tend to ex-

pand while the other tend to contract bee-use of the zero point

energy.

NOV i f we do a similar calculation of the pres

sure for a cube in the case II, we obtain hfi=- 0.0J hc/Lit an<j

Ap = opr - 0.10 fo/r* indicating that the two parallel IP

faces tend to expand ans the other conducting faces tend to

contract. This could suggest us as a possible model for the

electron a spherical shell where more than 2/3 of i t i s con-

ducting vlth an uniform negative charge distribution and less

than 1/3 of i t i s infinitely permeable which i s split in two

equal parts: one situated at a pole with an uniform distr i -

bution of positive Magnetic charge and the other one at the

opposite pole with an uniform distribution of negative magne-

tic charge distribution (this would explain the magnetic mo-

ment of the electron ?).
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Appendix A

'Je define the Epstein zeta function as:

rt iitn^nj

(A 1)

where
( i t • • ' 4 J

^'-fi' .̂ -A are a r bi t rary parameters o .hi rH{ are components

of P dimensional vectors. Expression (A.I) defines an analy-

t ic function for fe<>> D , We shall now derive a functional

relation vhich u-iil aliov us to make the analytic continuation

of (A.I) for He'><O ; in particular for &5 *-1

We will do this for the case where hi *C

7
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From the definition of the gama function, we have:

C

and defining the variable x through:

and taking *»s/i , ve have:

Multiplying by V and summing over Wj it follows:

'o mit.i
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The sum in the integral is a theta function de

fined in Appendix B. Then

/*

00

),A)ÚK

'o

Using in the second integral the relation (B.6)

of Appendix B, it follows?
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. 00

« +

- I

^)(4t

vhere ve have used the relation ^

. F o r fes^D , we can also write

'C
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Changing the variable of integration in the last

integral from A to '/* , we have

S-l>

i

X

1

»*r^) Z (i

In the case where o a O , the zeta function

is:

00

where the prime at the sununation sign and the bar over Z indi-

cate that we are excluding the term "rZ<«wi «. . « m9 T O
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Making the same substitutions as. before, we have;

,00

Multiplying by í V and summing over

and using the definition of the theta function:

uhere the bar over 0 indicates that ve are excluding the term

Therefore:
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*here ue have made use of the fact that

Using now the relation (B.6) of Appendix B, we

have

•* r(*)g f)M> •
4

vhere in the last integral we have made a change of variable

of integration from X to '/*

Making the change of 4 by />-!», )ta by Aij in the

above equation, we obtain:
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í°°

From this equation and expression (A.3) it

follows:

This functional relation allow us to make the analytic conti-

nuation of the Epstein zeta function to the region R*'»<O
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Appendix B

Consider the theta function defined as

oo

e

where Ç^hj Mi (/-«,*# •,&) are components of 0 dimen-

sional vectors and (Ay) , ̂ 'jare the diagonal matrices defined in

Appendix A. It is more interesting to write the theta function

in a form that does not contain the linear term in m* . Then

we write:

(82)

v r.sve

(fiib)

(ft 3
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Using the Poisson relation:

oo °° oo

CO

where «tiM;,^ ^^d ̂ c li-.ti,. b)
 are components of i) di

mensional vectors.

We haye therefore:

Zoo

Using the fact that the matrix (rttj) is diagonal,

we have:

fe^í-OÍ
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These integrals are cF the for»;

-00

Therefore:

Using (8-30) . (B-db) and (»*3c) it follows:

-£«' il



.X

andwhere ve have made use of the fact that [fa -. A'u

(k£/4tj) and Vc TT ̂  = 77 Lt . Using the def in i t ion

(B.I) , i t fol lovs:

ei

This is the relation between the theta functions

which was used in the Appendix A.
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